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When A hyperons are produCtid with K 0 mesons in 1r - p reactions 

there is a large up~down asymmetry of the decay products with respect to the 

pr•:>duction plane. 1 The angular distribution of the decay pion from a: completely 

polarized hyperon at rest can be written as
2 

·dN = 1 
( 1 + o. cos X ) d 0 9 411' 

where d P is the solid angle of the pion momentum vector p , 
'IT 

and x the angle 

-between P and the spin of the hyperon. The constant o. is given by 
11' 

0. = 

and characterizes the degree of mixing of parities in the decay. A and B are 

the amplitudes for decay into s l/2 and p l/2 final states of the pion-nucler.;n 

sy1;tem, The quantity a P, which has the possible values 0 ~ I uP~~ 1, 

is a measure of the up-down asymmetry and has been experimentally shown to 

3 be ~0.73 ±0.14. This la:rge asymmetry can exist only if the A's are highly 

pol.arized in the production process and if there is nonconservation of both 

parity and charge conjugation in the decay process. 

0 ' .. 
Now at Brookhaven NatY>nal Laboratory 

I 



An.0ther necessar 1 consequence of parity nonconservation in tr.e decay 

process is a longitudinal pQLarization of the decay proton from unpolarized A's 

decaying at rest. It can bE.' shown that this longitudinal·polarization equals .. n. 4 

Fortunately, this longitudinal polarization of the proton, referred to the 

c. m. of th(~ 1\., appears aE· a partial transverse polarization in the laboratory 

system when a A decays in flight and, hence, can be measured by a suitable 

scattering experiment. In this way the helicity of the proton can be (1btained, 

whereas in the a P experiments only the lower limit to the magnitude can be 

deterrninecL The sign of n. was determined in a subsequent experiment by 

5 f 08_+.o.ls 
Boldt et al. , who ound a.=+ • :> -O.Zl , based on 54 events in a multip ~ate 

cloud charr.ber. 
I. 

In the course of au experimEnt designed to produce E: particles:) frum 

a high-mor:1enturn (1.1-Be,-/c) K- beam 7 impinging on the Berkeley 30-inch 

propane chamber, about ZC, 000 A's were produced. A fraction of these (e..bout 

800 events} were observed to decay and have a subsequent scatteTing of the proton 

within the liquid of the chamber. This constituted. a considerably larger sa,mple 

of events than had been obtl.ined by Boldt et al., hence it seemed worth while to 

repeat the axperiment because of its fundamental nature. Preliminary and 

incomplete results of this uxperiment have already appeared elsewhere. 
8 

E:!.eerimenta} Method 

All events visuall:.r identified as A's were measured, and the relevant 

data were then calculated on an IBM 650 computer. A constraint program was 

used to find the best fit to the data, taking into account transverse momentrm 

balance and coplanarity of ·:he A's with respect to the production origin as well 

as the "Q'' of the decay. In addition, the ionization of all tracks was visually 

checked £01- consistency wi ;h measured momenta and particl.e assigT~ment. 



Above aboat 800 to 900 Mev/c ther~ was difficulty separating 8°'s from .!\.'s, 

and those t3vents were deleted. 

A major difficulty was encountered because the proton track, prior to 

scattering, was often too short to measure the momentum accurately. Because 

very large errors were assigned to these tracks, the constraint program could 

not readily compute reliable values for the momenta, yet these values were 

needed to obtain the asymmetry parameter in the scattering proces.s. For thio 

reasC;tn, we~ assumed an elastic scattering and used the momentum obtained from 

the scatte1·ed prong inst,ead. The events were accepted only when the proton 

momenta c.alculated by thi•3 method (after appropriate corrections for energy loss 

by ionization) were consistent with the values needed to give the right Q fo1· the 

A. In mo~;t cases the rccr•il proton stopped in the chamber and a very accurate 

momcmtum determination could be made; unfortunately, however, these low

momentum events are just those where the asymmetry from scattering by carbon 

is quite small. Therefcre these events du not help to measure the initial polar

ization cf the proton. In order to eliminate possible inelastic scattering events 

an acceptance cutoff was made in the scattering angle at a point where the 

elastlc scattering cross section still dominates the inelastic processes. Even 

in those eyents in which botll. the incov;ning and outgoing momenta could be well 

measured, it was impossr>le to detect excitation into the low-lying levels of 

carbon; th,erefore. the cut'){{ procedure was used for all events. This proc:edure 

was neces 3ary because tht.' asymmetry parameter for inelastic scattering can 

be of oppoJite sign to that of olastic scattering in certain angular regions. Those 

events wit:l. two recoil proigs that appeared to be hydrogen scatterings were 

subjected c;o an additional ;onstraint program to determine whether they were 

indeed elastic hydrogen scatterings. 
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As a result of rejecting 6-like events, inelastic scatteringp poorly 

measured events. events ;vith large kinks in the tracks, and events in which 

all tracks were too short to be measured accurately or the momentum was 

obviously too low for analysist only 2.12 events remained for further analysis. 

Finally, a.ll single A's without visible production origins were eliminated from 

the sample, leaving 183 events. Of these, 36 were cases in which the proton 

was scattnred by hydrogen in the propane and the remainder were elastic 

carbon scatterings. 

It is difficult to see how any bias can. creep into the selection of these 

events evcm with such a high filtering factor. because the sign of the polarizatio• 

is not an obvious quantity when the event is viewed in a b';!bble chamber picture. 

The following procedure was then used to analy~;e the selected events. 

First, fox· each event the angle between the spin of the proton and the diredion 

o£ motion of the proton in the laboratory system was computed in a mannet 

prescribed by Stapp. 9 The sine of this angle multiplied by the magnitude :-A the 

original longitudinal polarization (~a.) is the magnitude of the transverse polar-

ization. Second, correction was made for the precession of the proton spin in 

the rna;;:;netic field of the bubble cha.mber prior to the scattering event. The rate 

of preces,;ion. cf the spin was computed according to the equations derived by G. v·. 

Fc.rd and set forth in the pa,jer by Nelson et al., 10 namely, 

- - -
[ 1 +<g/z -1>"1 - I~ I ("- 1) <s/z -1) 

eB · v 
moyclvT . 



where i3 = magnetic field, 

-v = velocity of the proton, 

g/2 = 2. 792 75. 

Third, because of spin orbit forces, the scattered intensity is proportional to 

- '::t: -1 + (-a.P 1 } • .1:-'l (8) where -a. P 1 is the transverse polarization of the in-

coming pt·ot(•n at the position of the scattering (as determined by the aboVE! 

transformation) and P, 
"' 

is the asymmetry parameter in the scattering nr·cess. 

The direction of P 2 (8) is ah-ng the normal to the scatte-ring plane 

11 = k X k' - - t 
- .• _.,. 11 I 

2 k X k . The magnitude of P 2 (8) is a function of incoming 

momentum and S•..::attering angle and has been determined experimentally else-

where. For example, with an initial trane-..rerSf! polarization downwards, P 2 (8) 

is determined as 

P. {8) 
(, 

where NR and N L are the number of prc.ltons scattered to the right and to the 

left. (ThE~ angle <j> betwee.1 P 1 and ? 2 is 0 deg and 180 deg, respectively.) 

In Figs. 1 and 2 the value:-~ of P 2 (8) are summarized as a funct;_on of laboratory

system momentum and sc 1tte.dng angle for protons scattered by carbon and 

hydrogen, obtained from 1 eferences available in the literature and by p.dv.~te 

communication. A list of references from which these data were taken is 

available on request. Data from these charts were put into the memory ••f the 

computer and interm~diatt' values obtained by interpolation. A dotted line in 

Fig. 1 indicates the elastic cutoff. Below 300 Mev/c the asymmetry parameter 

P 2 was set equal to 0, even though at very low momenta P 2 again becomes finite. 

This condition eliminated another 63 events and left only 120 events cf sigr ificance. 
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Finally, the probability that a proton scatter tc the right is 
N 

R 

1-a.P. 
1 

l where Pi: P 1P 2 cos<P fortheithevent. Theproductofallofthee.e 

independent probabilities is the likelihood function 

L = '!'I'. ( 1 - a. P. ) , 
1 1 

which may be plotted as a function d Cl to obtain the most likely value for the 

magnitude and sign of a.. 

In Fig. 3 the natural logarithm of L js plotted for 120 events. 

These data would indicate a • - 0.45 ± 0.4, implying positive helicity 

for the proton in contradktion to theoretical predictions 
10 

based on the universal 

Fermi intoraction, and to the experimental findings by Boldt et al., 5 whose 

results are plotted on the same graphs as a dashed line, and contrary tr, our 

own pre lit:ninary results. 
8 

In addition 11 the magnitude o£ n is smallel" than that 

obtained by the up-dcwn asymmetry experim~nts (where a. P ~0. 73 ± 0.14), 

although the difference in magnitude is not statistically significant. The ratir 

of the likelihood functions at a. .:::: - 0.45 to that at o. = + 0.45 is 12:1; at a = 0.85 

the ratio is 140d. 

A second way of determining the sign of a. is to measure the right-

left asymmetry directly. The result obtained in this manner is 

NR- NL 

N.R + NL 
= 20 

0 16 0 091 'fh "' d 1 f h' t' (-2 11 Pl F'z = • .f: • • e compui.e va ue or t 1s ra 10 ' 

120 1T 

based on f:1.e average of th3 product of the input polarization - a.P 1 and the 

anymmetr '{parameter p2 (8)~ i~; o;l6 for a. = 1.0, and 0.07 for (l = - 0.45. 

The exper:,mentat :;..s;1".i.1metry is in agt·eement with both of these values. 
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Finally, we have computed the quantity D =- ~ Pi cos q>i as suggeated 
1 

by Bowetl et al.. 12 
so that these data. may be combined with other results. Th£.; 

value "bt.ained here is D = - 2.79, to which may be added Bowen's - 0.142. 

Every effort has heen made to detect errors in the experiment, to the 

extent thc~t the signs and magnitude of the polarization of the individual events 

making up the most signi::icant part of the data have bG-en checked numerous 

times. Although these dc~ta disagree with previous measurements of the oign 

of alpha, we have no other choice but to present the results as they now stand. 

It is with pleasurf. that we acknowledge the work dc·ne by H0ward vVhite 

and his g:roup in programming the computer and processing all the data. Dr. 

Cyril Henderson collaborated with us on a preliminary version of this experiment. 

W-3 are indebted to Dr. ~· ilson Fewell and to all the members of the 30-inch 

propane c:hamber group, and to the staff of the Bevatron for their part in -:naking 

a succese,ful run of the chamber. 

We thank the many sca11.ners and technicians for their help in the analys; a. 

D~scussions with ;:Jr. Frtncis Muller and Dr. Oreste Piccioni were most helpful. 

as we U a.:; discussions with many other people too numerous to li3t. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Fig. 1. Curves of constant asymmet:ry for elastic scattering of protons 

from carbon as a function of laboratory-system momentum and 

scattering angle. Dashed line indicates cutoff where elastic

scattering crosf section still dominates inelastic scattering. 

Fig. 2.. Curves of constant asymmet!:'y for proton-proton scattering as a 

function of lab01 ato:ty-system rnotrentum and scattering angle. 

Fig. 3. Natural logarithm of the likelihood function L ao a function of 

o.. 

~ a.. 

The longitudinal polarization of the proton from A 0 decay i£1 

Solid curv! is this work. Dashed line is that of Boldt et al. 5 . 

This experiment indicates o. = - 0.45 :f:: 0.4. 
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